
Discovery inquest n°1 
On the track of Joan of Arc 

Get on the road of this well-known figure. Immerse yourselves 
in the streets of Rouen to discover the secrets of the Undred Bell 
Towers Town.
Be wary of any details !

By answering the questions bellow, you will resolve the inquest and 
discover the Mystery Word !

Good luck and enjoy !

1/ Keyword #1
You are at the starting point, on the big esplanade. Who is this well-known 
norman artist from the 17th century, the painter of L'enlèvement des 
sabines ? He's standing in front of the building.

2/ Keyword #2
Go on a little bit further, on top of the stairs. Can you name the museum 
with the green door that contains more of 5000 tresures of the 
pottery works of Rouen ?

3/ Keyword #3
Unlike what is told in the story, Joan of Arc wasn't emprisonned in this 
tower, but was actually only threatened in it. Today, this tower called Le 
Donjon is the only thing left from Philippe II's castle, king of France. What 
was his nickname ?

4/ True or false
Joan was being kept against her will in the ancient tower of this building for 
a year. True or false ?

5/ Keyword #4
The religious work of Abbot Cochet was just a small part of his life. Indeed 
he was really passionate about another domain. Which one ?

18/ Keyword #15
No, it's not a dream, you are actually seeing teapots hanging
 in the rue du massacre. Who is the owner of this roaster 
and its thousands fragrance ?

19/ Keyword #16
The Gros-Horloge is made of an ark from the renaissance and 
a big astronomic clock from the 14th century. A single hand tells 
the time. What can we find at the end of this one, which is 
the symbol of Rouen ?

20/ True or false
The rue du Gros-Horloge is the first street to become 
pedestrian in France. True or false ?

21/ Keyword #17
Take the passage du Gravier, and then turn on the rue du Petit 
Salut. Go on until you find the Tourist Office (Office du 
Tourisme). It was the former Office of Finance in Rouen. It's at 
the first level of this building that Mr Monet made his famous 
series of paintings of the Cathedral. On the side of the building, 
you can admire many stained glasses. What is the mythical 
animal represented on the left blazon?

22/ Keyword #18
You are now in front of the cathedral. The Saint-Romain tower 
is its older part. It's composed of four levels and made in the 
early gothic style. Its axes looking roof is decorated with three 
golden elements. What are they ?

Did you find all of the keywords ?
Your inquest is finally over...
What is the Mistery Word ? 

?
?? ?
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?

Ask for all of the answers in the Tourist Office on this esplanade.

The discovery inquest are made by Citémômes 
in the context of the "Pistes créatives" project.



6/ True or false
On the house dating from 1580, in the rue Étoupée, you can see a 
bas-relief about the fortified Rouen. A bas-relief is a drawing 
made in the stone. True or false ?

7/ Keyword #5
At the end of the rue Percière, you will find the second entrance of 
the largest bookshop of Rouen. It was opened in 1962 by Georges 
Moulin in a small yard, in the rue de l'école. Today, it is the older one 
in Rouen. What is its name ?

8/ Keyword #6
A little bit further, the Law Courts (Palais de Justice) of Rouen still 
got the scars of the World War II. It has been partially destroyed on 
may 19th 1944, and then again during what is called the red week (la 
semaine rouge) from may 30th to june 5th. What caused the 
impacts still visible on the front of the building ?

9/ Keyword #7
Cross the rue Jeanne d'Arc. The king of England, nicknamed 
Guillaume the Bastard, was firstly Duke of Normandy when he was 8 
thanks to the death of his father, Robert the Magnificent. The street 
we are in is named after him ! Under what nicknamed is he more 
famous ?

10/ True or false ?
Joan of Arc was hanged in the middle of this square. True or false ?

11/ Keyword #8
On the Place du Vieux Marché (square of the old market), next to the 
halls, this shark's fin shaped building reminds us of the viking's boats, 
ancestors of the Normans. It was inaugurated in 1979. What is this 
building, now dedicated to Joan of Arc ?

12/ Keyword #9
A few steps from here, on may 31th 1964, André Malraux pay 
hommage to Joan of Arc for her death anniversary. His speech was 
set in stone later on : "Ô Jeanne, sans ... et sans portrait, toi qui savais 
que le tombeau des héros est le coeur des vivants." What is the missing 
word ?

13/ Keyword #10
On the same square is la Couronne, the oldest french inn, created in 
the 14th century. Here you can have a typical dish from Rouen. What 
is the main ingredient of this culinary tradition ?

14/ Keyword #11
On the Place de la Pucelle, the Bourgtheroulde, beautiful five-star 
hotel, initially belonged to the Le Roux family. Many animals can be 
found on the face of this bulding, like the salamander or the leopard. 
One of this animal, symbol of the king Louis XII, is hiding on the right 
wall of the hotel. Which one is it ?

15/ Keyword #12
While you are on the rue Vicomté, the gourmets will be pleased. 
Les larmes de Jeanne d'Arc (the tears of Joan of Arc) once again put 
at honor the symbolic figure of Rouen. Behind this grim name, you 
will find a real sweet treasure. Of what are covered these 
caramelized and grilled almonds ?

16/ Keyword #13
Rollon has many legends about him. But we know for sure that king 
Charles the Simple gave him a territory around Rouen, to convince 
him to stop his multiple looting in 911. In fact, the street is named 
after him ! But what nation was he leading ?

17/ Keyword #14
In the black and yellow shop, John take us to the american apple ! 
What is his specialty ?



  Discovery – inquest #1 
On the tracks of Joan of Arc

The map 

To find the keywords that will allow you to resolve the inquest, follow the map 
step by step... Every number is a question !



The mystery word 

To find the mystery word, you must find the "keywords" thanks to the questionnary.
Once you find them, write them bellow at their own number. When you'll have find every of the 
keywords, the mystery word will magically appear !

Discovery – inquest #1 
On the tracks of Joan of Arc

Ask for all of the answers in the Tourist Office on this esplanade.

The discovery inquest are made by Citémômes 
in the context of the "Pistes créatives" project.
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Enquêtes découvertes 
Pistes créatives
- ROUEN -

@ pistescreatives #pistescreatives #enquetesdecouvertes #rouen #normandie

Have fun with the POLAROID !!! 
While you're walking around the streets of Rouen, looking for the answers, don't hesitate to take some pictures with these accessories !
1/ Cut out the accessories. You can fix wooden stick to help them stand right. 2/ Take some pictures with your smartphone or with your camera to keep some 
memory of your journey in Rouen. 3/ You can share oll of these "souvenirs" and impressions on the social network (facebook, instagram, twitter ...)
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